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Maya: Greetings, dear ones. This energy is the Sirian female aspect you call dolphin. You may
refer to the being who is speaking as “Maya”. We understand in your linearity we have but a
short time. So we will give you a brief message.
We hold Sirian energy upon your world, as we have for millennia, in the seas, in the oceans of
your world. Know that you are not all entirely responsible for the transformation on your
world. We assist you in helping to hold the mass conscious grid for transformation.
Understand that in population, in numbers, there are a great many of us. We outnumber you
and we work with you in holding the female aspect of the mass conscious grid as you hold the
male aspect of the mass conscious grid. We work together, in concert, through what you call
dreamtime. We are never separate from you.
The illusion has been created that we are fish and that we do good tricks for you. We jump
through your hoops with a smile on our faces and joy in our hearts. We go to sleep at night
patting ourselves on the back because we have trained you to feed us fish. Thank you for the
fish!
Now our communication must approach a new level. You often joke on your world that male
and female come from different planets (you seem alien to each other). Well, we dolphin
represent your human alien species here on Earth. We are alien to humans in that sense.
Should you choose to practice communication with us and our other cetacean brothers and
sisters, you prepare yourself for meeting face-to-face other alien brothers from the stars. We, as
alien as we may seem to you, are less alien than your star brothers.
Right now your star brothers communicate through what you have called “channeling.” Their
communications are humanized in order that you may understand them. But, the
communications from your star brothers are from an alien paradigm -- one more alien than the
dolphin paradigm. We are now accepting the role as your trainers. Ha, ha, ha.
What kind of fish do you like?
We now teach you how to communicate with other alien species. We are your doorway to the
stars, through your ocean. Because we are a gate for that which you call “Sirius energy,” we
also hold much of your (and our) shared galactic memory.
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So in communication and practice with us, you touch not only yourselves in the sea, but
yourselves in the stars as well. We are a gate for you. We offer ourselves as friends to share in
the new era upon our world.
There is a universal understanding regarding the time when an alien species first comes to a
planet to communicate. The alien species must first communicate with the elders of that world.
In doing so, they gain permission to open contact with the whole planet, including those who
are “asleep.” Cetaceans (Dolphins, Whales) represent your planetary elders. We have been
here the longest. We have, on your behalf, accepted a contact program. It has begun. You are
formally notified. We, for now, are liaisons between you and the stars. But you will need us no
longer in that capacity soon.
We represent the planetary heart. We join hearts with you always. If you wish to participate in
the doorway of the heart, which leads to All, which leads to contact (not only with outward
entities but with yourselves), go through the heart. You will find us there...with lots of fish.
And, you will find yourself.
We are honored to have been invited this evening by all of you. Please take one moment and
close your eyes. See my form, which represents the form of all dolphins. Feel the grid of
consciousness that we hold. Feel yourself connect through the heart to this grid. Feel, for a
moment, our deep, deep love. We too are earthlings.
[Maya begins a poem]
Swim with us in your dreams this night
Swim with us to the stars
Swim with us back to yourselves
Swim with us back to the All.
Our love to you. Good night. K
We offer over 200 sessions by Lyssa in either written or audio form, as well as downloads,
articles, books, and workshops around the world. For more information, please see our web
site at www.lyssaroyal.com. You may also join our email list for free newsletters that are sent
periodically. Your address is kept confidential. Thank you for your interest!
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